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Fixed Index Annuity

PrimePath Feature Focus
Lifetime Payment Amount (LPA) Multiplier
No journey preparation is complete without a first aid kit. An unexpected injury or ailment can quickly derail any planned
adventure. Retirement is no different. It is crucial to prepare for expenses related to health care issues. Your PrimePath fixed
index annuity can help give you confidence for a prepared retirement!
With a PrimePath fixed index annuity, if you have a health event after your second contract year that leaves you unable to
perform at least two of the six “Activities of Daily Living” (ADLs) as defined in your contract, your lifetime payment amount can
DOUBLE for up to five years of payments, as long as you continue to meet the requirements on each annual payment date.

Here’s a hypothetical example of how
this could work for you.
At age 70, you decide to turn on your level
LPAs, which in our hypothetical example, is
$11,271 annually. If eligibility requirements
are met, the LPA multiplier can then double
the level LPA to $22,542 annually for up to
five years of payments.

Age 70
• Begin single annuitant lifetime
annual payment

$11,271

$22,542

Level LPA

With 2x LPA Multiplier

This hypothetical example is not intended to predict future performance.
Alternative assumptions could produce different results.

Talk to your independent insurance agent for details!
This is not a complete description of all features of the PrimePath Fixed Index Annuity and only describes one feature. For more information please see the product brochure for further details on the features,
limitations and complete product disclosures. Product features, riders and index options may not be available in all states or appropriate for all clients. The PrimePathSM is issued on form NC/NA1008A
(certificate/contract), AE588A, AE589A, AE577A, AE581A, AE582A, AE583A, AE584A, AE586A and AE587A (riders/endorsements) or appropriate state variation by North American Company for Life and Health
Insurance®, West Des Moines, IA. This product, its features and riders may not be available in all states. Please ask your Sales Representative for product availability. Neither North American, nor any agents
acting on its behalf, should be viewed as providing legal, tax or investment advice. Consult with and rely on a qualified advisor. Fixed Index Annuities are not a direct investment in the stock market. They are
long term insurance products with guarantees backed by the issuing company. They provide the potential for interest to be credited based in part on the performance of specific indices, without the risk of loss
of premium due to market downturns or fluctuation. They may not be appropriate for all clients.
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